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Abstract Carbon emission abatement is a hot topic in environmental sus-
tainability and cap-and-trade regulation is regarded as an effective way to
reduce the carbon emission. According to the real industrial practices, sus-
tainable product implies that its production processes facilitate to reduce the
carbon emission and has a positive response in market demand. In this paper,
we study the sustainability investment on sustainable product with emission
regulation consideration for decentralized and centralized supply chains. We
first examine the order quantity of the retailer and sustainability investment
of the manufacturer for the decentralized supply chain with one retailer and
one manufacturer. After that, we extend our study to the centralized case
where we determine the production quantity and sustainability investment for
the whole supply chain. We derive the optimal order quantity (or production
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quantity) and sustainability investment, and find that the sustainability in-
vestment efficiency has a significant impact on the optimal solutions. Further,
we conduct numerical studies and find surprisingly that the order quantity
may be increasing in the wholesale price due to the effects of the sustainabil-
ity and emission consideration. Moreover, we investigate the achievability of
supply chain coordination by various contracts, and find that only revenue
sharing contract can coordinate the supply chain whereas the buyback con-
tract and two-part tariff contract cannot. Important insights and managerial
implications are discussed.

Keywords Sustainability · Carbon emission · Cap-and-trade regulation ·
Supply chain coordination

1 Introduction

Carbon emission accelerates global warming. After Kyoto Protocol in 1997,
many countries such as Australia and U.S.A have attempted to design car-
bon trading mechanism such as cap-and-trade for carbon emission reduction
(Stavins 2008; Zhang and Xu 2013 ). Cap-and-trade policy implies that a
firm is allocated a limit or cap on carbon emissions by national government.
More specifically, the firm has to buy the right to emit extra carbon if it
produces more than the prescribed capacity; otherwise, it can sell its surplus
carbon credit (Du et al. 2011; Hua et al. 2011). Reducing carbon emission is
significantly important when environmental sustainability is receiving more
and more public awareness all around the globe (Nagurney and Yu 2012).

However, only implementing the carbon cap-and-trade policy is still not
effective enough to reduce carbon emission (Samaras et al. 2009). In order to
be more effective, the investment on the adoption of cleaner technologies is
also implemented by responsible firms (Drake and Spinler 2013). For exam-
ple, in the fashion apparel industry, it is well-known that the fashion supply
chain produces all kinds of pollutants including carbon (de Brito et al. 2008;
Lo et al. 2012). Companies such as H&M, Marks & Spencer, and Levis all
promise to protect environment and reduce carbon emission. For example,
H&M, the Sweden fast fashion company, has taken many approaches to mini-
mize carbon emission in its production process by adopting new technologies
and meanwhile, H&M launches the green label products which are claimed
to be produced in a sustainable way (H&M conscious actions sustainability
report 2010 and 2012). From the environmental perspective, producing the
sustainable product could reduce the emission and is beneficial to the en-
vironment, whereas from the marketing perspective, it could stimulate the
market demand. Consumers have strong willingness to purchase the more sus-
tainable products (Luchs et al. 2010; Thøgersen et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2012;
Grimmer and Bingham 2013). Hence, the positive impact of sustainability on
market demand should not be neglected in managing carbon emission abate-
ment.
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Motivated by the real industrial practices, in this paper, we study a two-
echelon decentralized supply chain and its centralized channel in which the
channel members determine the order quantity (or production quantity) and
sustainability investment with a sustainability-dependent market demand un-
der carbon cap-and-trade regulation. For the decentralized supply chain, we
consider a classical newsvendor setting in which the manufacturer, as a Stack-
elberg leader, determines the sustainability investment, and then the retailer,
as a follower, places the decision of the order quantity. We consider that the
manufacturer is operating on make-to-order basis, under which the manufac-
turer’s production quantity is equal to the retailer’s order quantity. For the
centralized supply chain, we consider that the manufacturer and the retailer
are fully aligned to achieve the channel’s maximal profit by determining the
production quantity and sustainability investment. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this study is the first one to examine the impact of the order quantity
(or production quantity) and sustainability investment in a supply chain under
the carbon cap-and-trade regulation.

This paper contributes to the literature by constructing a model in which
both the order quantity (or production quantity) and the sustainability invest-
ment are considered under the carbon cap-and-trade regulation. The optimal
order quantity and sustainability investment are derived for the decentralized
supply chain, and the production quantity and sustainability investment are
derived for the centralized supply chain as well. The effects of some emission
related parameters on the optimal solutions and profits are analytically ana-
lyzed. Moreover, by comparing the optimal solutions and the profits for the
decentralized and centralized supply chains, the managerial insights in the sig-
nificance of carbon emission regulation in a supply chain are discussed. Finally,
the coordination of the supply chain is studied under several contracts.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related litera-
ture. Section 3 analyzes the decentralized supply chain and Section 4 examines
the centralized supply chain. Section 5 compares the optimal solutions and the
profits for the decentralized and centralized supply chains. Section 6 studies
the coordination of the supply chain. The conclusion and managerial insights
are given in Section 7. All of the technical proofs are relegated to Appendix.

2 Literature Review

Cap-and-trade policy started to receive considerable attentions from 1970s
(Montgomery 1972; Tietenberg 1985) and is regarded as an effective way
to mitigate climate change (Stern 2008). Lately, cap-and-trade regulation has
been extensively discussed by scholars in the field of supply chain management
due to its huge impact on supply chain performance (Choi 2013). Zhao et al.
(2010) study a supply chain in which the equilibrium production is affected
by the allowance allocation under perfect competition and the cap-and-trade
setting. Hua et al. (2011) investigate how companies optimally manage inven-
tory under carbon cap-and-trade regulation by integrating the consideration
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of carbon emission into the classical economic order quantity model. They
find carbon cap and carbon price have a great impact on the retailer’s order
decisions. Zhang et al. (2011) derive the manufacturer’s optimal production
policy with a stochastic demand under the cap-and-trade regulation. Further,
Song and Leng (2012) examine the optimal inventory decision in a single-
period production problem under carbon cap-and-trade regulation and find
that under which the firm could not only reduce carbon emission, but also en-
hance its business performance under some conditions. Zhang and Xu (2013)
also examine a single-period but multi-item production planning supply chain
under the carbon cap-and-trade regulation and find the firm tends to produce
more carbon efficient products under the carbon cap-and-trade regulation.

Du et al. (2013) investigate a two-echelon supply chain in which the emission-
dependent manufacturer trades with emission permit supplier under the cap-
and-trade regulation. They prove that the manufacturer’s profit increases while
the supplier’s profit decreases with the emission cap. More interestingly, they
find in the centralized system, there is a condition under which the supply
chain can achieve coordination. Benjaafar et al. (2013) examine the impact of
cap-and-trade regulation in a supply chain and find the possibility that the
firms can earn additional revenue under carbon cap-and-trade regulation by
leveraging differences between their emission reduction costs and the market
carbon price. In addition, they explore the impact of technology adoption on
carbon emission reduction and find that if the gains from alternative technolo-
gies are substantial, the carbon cap-and-trade regulation could be effective in
motivating the firms to adopt the energy-efficient technologies.

Drake and Spinler (2013) indicate that the effectiveness of technology adop-
tion should not be underestimated in a sustainable economic. To develop green
supply chain such as carbon emission reduction, making investment on cleaner
technologies to reduce emission, namely, so-called sustainability investment,
has been discussed and proposed in the existing literature. Krass et al. (2010)
consider the case in which the environmental regulator as a Stackelberg leader
firstly decides the tax level and the firm as a follower selects emission control
technology, production quantity and price. They find that an initial increase in
taxes may motivate a switch to a cleaner technology and if the capital cost of
cleaner technologies is subsidized, the negative environmental effect would dis-
appear and taxation becomes efficient. Drake et al. (2012) study the impact of
emission tax and emissions cap-and-trade regulation on a firm’s long-run tech-
nology choice and capacity decisions. They find emissions would be reduced
under cap-and-trade regulation with technology choice and by embedding the
option value into the firm’s production decision, cap-and-trade could help firm
to earn greater expected profits than emission tax due to the uncertainty of
emissions price and the option of no production under the former. Similar with
Drake et al. (2012), we also consider the emission could be reduced by invest-
ing on the sustainable technology in production. In addition, consistent with
industrial practices, we consider the consumers will be motivated to purchase
if the product is produced with lower emission, namely, the market demand is
dependent on product sustainability.
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Supply chain coordination represents the scenario under which the indi-
vidual supply chain members will behave in way which maximizers the to-
tal supply chain system’s profitability (Xiao et al. 2005; Chopra and Meindl
2007). Some papers have discussed the supply chain coordination with carbon
emission consideration. Jaber et al. (2013) investigate the problem of supply
chain coordination when considering greenhouse gap emissions generated from
the manufacturer’s processes under the European Union Emissions Trading
System. Zhang and Liu (2013) consider a supply chain in which the market
demand correlates with the green degree of green product. They find that
the revenue sharing contract can coordinate the supply chain and encourage
positive response of the participating members to the cooperation strategy.
Swami and Shah (2013) examines a two-echelon supply chain in which both
supply chain members can design the greening effort. Under the deterministic
demand setting, they find that a two-part tariff contract can coordinate the
supply chain. In this paper, we consider under the stochastic demand setting,
whether the supply chain contracts such as revenue sharing contract, buyback
contract and two-part tariff contract can achieve supply chain coordination.

As reviewed above, even though the existing literature has examined vari-
ous important aspects of sustainable supply chain management with cap-and-
trade regulation, how the product sustainability and cap-and-trade regulation
affect the decision making in a supply chain is not yet fully known. In addition,
it is important to know how such a supply chain can be coordinated. To the
best of our knowledge, the above important research issues have not yet been
explored in the literature. Addressing these open research questions hence out-
lines the contribution of this paper. Table 1 shows the literature positioning
of this paper.

Table 1 The literature positioning of this paper

Paper
Carbon Emission Product Supply Chain
Consideration Sustainability Coordination

Benjaafar et al. (2013) Yes No No
Drake et al. (2012) Yes Yes No
Hua et al. (2011) Yes No No
Jaber et al. (2013) Yes No Yes
Swami and Shah (2013) No Yes Yes
Zhang and Xu (2013) Yes No No
Zhang et al. (2011) Yes No No
Zhang and Liu (2013) No Yes Yes
This paper Yes Yes Yes

3 The Decentralized Supply Chain

In this section, we consider a two-echelon decentralized supply chain, where
a manufacturer (she) produces the product and trades with a retailer (he)
by a wholesale price contract in a single period. The retailer is responsible
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for selling the product to the customer market. The decisions are made in 
two sequential steps. In the first step, the manufacturer decides the product’s 
sustainable level in terms of carbon emission abatement. In the second step, 
given the sustainability level, the retailer decides the order quantity of the 
product from the manufacturer. Please note that, in this paper, we focus on 
examining the optimal decisions of the sustainability level of the manufacturer 
and the order quantity of the retailer. So we consider that the wholesale price 
is exogenously given and will analyze its effects in Section 5.

Let p denote the market price of a product sold by the retailer, c denote 
the unit production cost, and w denote the wholesale price per unit product. 
Given the wholesale price, the retailer decides to order x units of the product 
from the manufacture. Under the make-to-order setting, the manufacture will 
produce the amount of product exactly as the retailer’s order quantity. We 
assume that there are no constraints on the order quantity and production 
capability. The manufacturer produces the x units of the product (it is equal 
to the retailer’s order quantity under the make-to-order setting.) which results 
in a carbon emission level (a−bs)x, where 0 ≤ s ≤ a/b is the sustainability level 
determined by the manufacturer, a is the base emission when sustainability 
level is zero, and b is the coefficient of the sustainability effect on reducing 
the emission. Here, we assume a linear function of carbon emission reduction 
model, and it indicates that improving the sustainability level has diminishing 
return on emission. Similar models of reducing the carbon emission level by 
the investment can be found in Jiang and Klabjan (2012).

Consistent with the existing literature (e.g., Swami and Shah 2013), we 
consider a linear demand function affected by the sustainability level,

D(s) = d + βs + ǫ,

where d is the base demand and irrelevant to s, coefficient β > 0 indicates that 
the sustainability level has a positive effect on the demand, and ǫ is a random 
factor with PDF f(·), CDF F (·), a mean value of µ, and in the range [A, B], A 
≤ 0 and B ≥ 0. Similar models of the positive effects on the demand function 
can also be found in the existing literature, such as Gurnani et al. (2007) and 
Gurnani and Erkoc (2008), etc. In order to assure the non-negative demand, we 
further set A ≥ −d. If the demand does not exceed the order quantity x, then 
the leftover x − D is disposed at the unit cost ch (it may be negative, in which it 
represents a per-unit salvage value). Without loss of generality, we assume the 
shortage cost is equal to zero even if the demand exceeds x.

We consider the cap-and-trade regulation for the emission in this paper. Let 
K denote the total permissible emission level, which is given by the regulator 
and assumed to be exogenous. Let ce denote the emission price per unit emis-
sion, and we assume that emission amount can always buy or sold at this price. 
Similar to Savaskan and Van Wassenhove (2006), Gurnani and Erkoc (2008), 
Li et al. (2013), and Swami and Shah (2013), we assume that the sustainabil-
ity investment cost for the manufacturer is a quadratic function, i.e., cI s

2/2, 
where cI is the sustainability investment coefficient.
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In current business practice, it is true that the investment cost for improv-
ing the sustainability level usually is high. So we assume that cI is high enough
such that cI ≥ 2cebβ, though we can obtain analytical results even if without
this assumption. Specifically, if cI < 2cebβ, we have the results that the lower
bound or upper bound of the sustainability are optimal to the manufacturer,
i.e., s∗ = 0 under which the manufacture will not invest on the sustainability,
or s∗ = a/b under which the manufacture will invest a very high sustainability
level such that no carbon emission will be produced. So in order to avoid these
trivial cases and make our results more elegant, we only present our results
for the case if cI ≥ 2cebβ hereafter1.

Table 2 summarizes some major notations used in this paper.

Table 2 Notation

p product’s market price.
c unit production cost.
w wholesale price.
x order quantity for decentralized supply chain (production quantity

for centralized supply chain).
s sustainability level.
a the emission when sustainability level is zero.
b coefficient of the sustainability effect on reducing the emission
cI sustainability investment coefficient
β coefficient of the sustainability effect on increasing the demand
K total permissible emission level.
ce unit emission price.
D(·) demand function.
ch unit leftover cost.
Πm manufacturer’s profit
Πr retailer’s profit
Πd supply chain’s profit in the decentralized setting
Πc supply chain’s profit in the centralized setting

We use the backward sequential decision-making approach to analyze the
problems. First, we assume that the sustainability level is given by the manu-
facturer, under which we solve the retailer’s problem and obtain the optimal
response of the order quantity, i.e., x(s). In the second step, we solve the man-
ufacturer’s problem and obtain the optimal sustainability level, i.e., s∗, given
the optimal response of the order quantity.

3.1 Retailer’s Problem

For a given sustainability level, the retailer maximizes his own expected profit
by deciding the order quantity x. DenoteΠr(x) as the retailer’s expected profit

1 We thank anonymous referees for the comment to have this assumption, which helps
us to bring the neat results and good managerial insights. See the separate supplementary
material for technical notes for the case if cI < 2cebβ.
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function. We have

max
x

Πr(x) = E[pmin{D, x} − wx− ch(x−D)+]. (1)

In the above profit function, the first term is the revenue from selling
the product in the customer market, the second term is the cost of ordering
the product from the manufacture, and the last term is the leftover cost.
After deriving Equation (1) with respect to order quantity x, we can have the
following proposition.

Proposition 1 Given s, the unique optimal response of the order quantity
x(s) is as follow:

x(s) = F−1(
p− w

p+ ch
) + d+ βs. (2)

The optimal response of the order quantity is obtained by the first-order
condition of the retailer’s profit function. The solution is essentiality the same
to the well-known newsvendor solution in the literature. Given a sustainability
level s, the order quantity is increasing in the base demand d, and decreasing
in the unit leftover cost ch and wholesale price w, which are consistent with
our intuitive understanding.

Corollary 1 dx(s)/ds = β > 0.

Corollary 1 indicates that the order quantity is increasing in the sustain-
ability level. This result could be potentially explained by the fact that when
the sustainability level is higher, the market demand would be also higher,
which induces the retailer to order more from the manufacturer.

3.2 Manufacturer’s Problem

The manufacturer’s profit function, denoted by Πm(s), is given by

Πm(s) = wx(s) − cx(s)− ce((a− bs)x(s)−K)−
cI
2
s2. (3)

In the above profit function, the first term is the revenue generated from
selling the product to the retailer, the second term is the production cost, the
third term is the cost or revenue from buying or selling the extra allowances of
the emission, and the last term is the sustainability investment cost. Knowing
that the retailer orders the product x according to Equation(2) in response to
a given sustainability level s, the manufacturer decides on s to maximize her
own expected profit. By substituting x(s) into Equation (3) and differentiating
it with respect to sustainable level s, we can have the following propositions.
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Proposition 2 The manufacturer’s optimal sustainability level is given by

s∗ =
ceb(F

−1( p−w
p+ch

) + d) + (w − c− cea)β

cI − 2cebβ
. (4)

Proposition 2 shows the optimal sustainability level for the manufacturer,
i.e., Equation (4), which is solved by the first-order condition of the manufac-
turer’s profit function. Obliviously, the optimal value is increasing in the base
demand d, and decreasing in the unit production cost c and unit leftover cost
ch.

Next we analyze the effects of the parameters b, β, ce, and cI , which are re-
lated to the sustainability investment or the emission, on the optimal decisions
x∗ and s∗, the retailer’s optimal profit Π∗

r , the manufacturer’s optimal profit
Π∗

m, and the optimal profit of the whole supply chainΠ∗
d (i.e., Π∗

d = Π∗
r+Π∗

m).

Proposition 3 x∗ and s∗ are increasing in b, and decreasing in cI .

Proposition 3 indicates that, if the coefficient of the sustainability effect
on reducing the emission b is larger, then the manufacturer will invest more
on the sustainability level s∗ to reduce the emission. Meanwhile, a higher
sustainability level will induce a larger demand, which will lead to a higher
order quantity x∗. So the order quantity is increasing in the coefficient b.
Intuitively, if the sustainability investment coefficient cI is large, then the
manufacturer will invest less on the sustainability level, which will lead to a
lower order quantity.

Remark 1 For the effects of the coefficient of the sustainability effect on in-
creasing the demand β and unit emission price ce, we can obtain that

ds∗

dβ
= w−c−ce(a−2bs∗)

2cebβ−cI
; dx∗

dβ
= s∗ + ds∗

dβ
β;

ds∗

dce
= −bx∗+β(a−bs∗)

2cebβ−cI
; dx∗

dce
= ds∗

dce
β,

which may be positive or negative. And the way by which Π∗
r , Π

∗
m, and Π∗

d

depend on b, β, ce, and cI are more complex and are not monotone in general
also.

4 The Centralized Supply Chain

In this section, we consider a centralized supply chain, where the manufacturer
and the retailer are fully aligned to achieve the channel’s maximal profit. Our
objective is to maximize the expected profit of the whole supply chain by
optimally choosing the production quantity and sustainability investment.

max
x,s

Πc(x, s) = E[pmin{D, x} − cx− ch(x−D)+

−ce
(

(a− bs)x−K
)

−
cI
2
s2]. (5)
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In the above profit function, the first term is the revenue generated from selling
the product in the customer market, the second term is the production cost,
the third term is the leftover cost, the fourth term is the cost or revenue from
buying or selling the extra allowances of the emission, and the last term is the
sustainability investment cost.

We use the sequential decision-making approach to analyze the problem.
Under this approach, the original optimization problem, i.e., Equation (5),
can be reduced to an optimization problem over the single variable s by first
solving for the optimal value of x as a function of s, and then substituting
the result back in to Πc(x, s). This approach can guarantee the optimality of
the solution, and is widely used in the literature, such as Petruzzi and Dada
(1999), Wang et al. (2004), etc. Thus, we solve our problem by two steps. In
the first step, we assume that the sustainable level is given, under which we
solve the problem and obtain the optimal response of the production quantity,
x(s). In the second step, we obtain the optimal sustainability level, s∗, given
the optimal response of the production quantity.

Proposition 4 shows the optimal response of the production quantity for a
given sustainability level.

Proposition 4 Given s, the unique optimal response of production quantity
x(s) is as follow:

x(s) = F−1(
p− c− ce(a− bs)

p+ ch
) + d+ βs. (6)

The optimal response of the production quantity is obtained by the first-
order condition of the channel’s profit function, for a given s. Similar to the
decentralized supply chain, the solution of the production quantity for the
centralized supply chain is essentiality the same to the well-known newsvendor
solution in the literature. Given a sustainability level s, the order quantity is
increasing in the base demand d, and decreasing in the unit leftover cost ch,
unit production cost c, and unit emission price ce.

Corollary 2 dx(s)/ds = β + (ceb)/((p+ ch)f(x− d− βs)) > 0.

Similar to Corollary 1, Corollary 2 indicates that the production quantity
is increasing in the sustainability level.

Substituting x = x(s) into Equation (5), the optimization problem becomes
a maximization over the single variable s: max

s
Πc(x(s), s). By taking and

rearranging the first and second derivatives of Πc(x(s), s) over s, we obtain

dΠc(x(s), s)

ds
= (p− c− ce(a− bs))β − cIs+ cebx(s); (7)

d2Πc(x(s), s)

ds2
= 2cebβ − cI +

(ceb)
2

(p+ ch)f(x(s)− d− βs)
.

As shown in Proposition 5, Πc(x(s), s) might have multiple optimal values
of the sustainability level, depending on the parameters of the problem.
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Proposition 5 There is at most one optimal point of s that satisfies the
first-order condition of the channel’s profit function Πc(x(s), s) when f(·) is
monotonous.

There may be multiple points that satisfy the first-order optimality con-
dition of the channel’s profit function Πc(x(s), s), i.e., dΠc(x(s), s)/ds = 0,
where dΠc(x(s), s)/ds is represented in Equation (7). If f(·) is a non-decreasing
distribution function (i.e., f ′(·) ≥ 0), then we obtain d3Πc(x(s), s)/ds

3 ≤ 0,
implying that dΠc(x(s), s)/ds is concave in s. So dΠc(x(s), s)/ds = 0 has
at most two roots and the larger of the two makes a change of sign for
dΠc(x(s), s)/ds from positive to negative that corresponds to a local maxi-
mum ofΠc(x(s), s); if f(·) is a decreasing distribution function (i.e., f ′(·) < 0),
then the smaller of the two makes a change of sign for dΠc(x(s), s)/ds from
positive to negative that corresponds to a local maximum of Πc(x(s), s). We
consider three general distributions of the demand: uniform, exponential, and
normal distribution in Corollary 3.

Corollary 3 For the uniform, exponential, and normal distribution of the
demand, there is at most one optimal point of s that satisfies dΠc(x(s), s)/ds =
0.

The following proposition describes how the optimal decision x∗ and s∗,
and the optimal profit of the whole supply chain Π∗

c change with system
parameters b, β, and cI .

Proposition 6 x∗, s∗, and Π∗
c are increasing in b and β, and are decreasing

in cI .

Similar to the decentralized supply chain, the centralized supply chain will
invest more on the sustainability level s∗ and increase the production quan-
tity x∗, if the coefficient of the sustainability effect on reducing the emission
b is large and the sustainability investment coefficient cI is small. Besides,
Proposition 6 indicates that, if the coefficient of the sustainability effect on
increasing the demand β increases, then the centralized supply chain will in-
crease the sustainability level and the production quantity, and the channel’s
profit will be increased as well, and if the sustainability investment coefficient
cI increases, then the channel’s profit will be decreased. Note that b, β, and cI
are the parameters related to sustainability level or emission, so Proposition 6
implies that, in order to increase the centralized supply chain profit, enhancing
the efficiency of sustainability investment is significant.

Remark 2 For the effects of the unit emission price ce, we can obtain that

ds∗

dce
=

−bx∗+ p̂f̂β+ceb

p̂f̂
(a−bs∗)

2cebβ−cI+
(ceb)2

p̂f̂

; dx∗

dce
=

−(a−bs∗)+(p̂f̂β+ceb)
ds∗

dce

p̂f̂
;
dΠ∗

c

dce
= K − (a− bs∗)x∗,

where f̂ = f(x∗− d−βs∗). Here, ds∗/dce, dx
∗/dce, and dΠ∗

c /dce may be pos-
itive or non-positive, and the effects of the unit emission price are complicate
and are not monotone in general.
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5 The Comparison of Decentralized and Centralized Supply Chains

In this section, we numerically compare the profit of the whole supply chain
and the optimal solutions under the decentralized case with those under the
centralized case. Some interesting results are presented in the following sub-
section.

5.1 Numerical examples

As shown in Corollary 3, there is at most one optimal solution of s that
satisfies the first-order condition of the profit function, for the centralized
supply chain, for the uniform, normal, and exponential distributions of the
demand. Figures 1 and 2 show the numerical results for the uniform and
normal distributions, respectively. For the exponential distribution, we can
obtain the similar numerical results.

In the literature, the wholesale price is usually assumed to be larger than
the unit production cost, i.e., w > c. However, in this paper, after considering
the cap-and-trade regulation, we could relax this assumption and set that the
wholesale price can be not lager than the unit production cost. For example,
if the manufacturer could obtain a higher profit by selling the quota of the
allowances of the emission, rather than by selling product, then she would in-
vests a high sustainability level to reduce the emission in production, although
the wholesale price is very small.

In all numerical examples, we set p = 120, c = 50, d = 10, a = 5, b =
0.5, ce = 10, β = 1, and cI = 25. Without loss of generality, we let the total
permissible emission level equals to zero, i.e., K = 0. Then the manufacturer’s
profit would be negative if the wholesale price is lower, e.g., w < c (Alterna-
tively, if we set a high total permissible emission level, e.g., K = 500, the man-
ufacturer can get a positive profit even if the wholesale price is very low.). For
the uniform distribution, we let ǫ ∽ U [0, 10], and for the normal distribution,
we let ǫ ∽ Normal(10, 1). We benchmark our results with the consideration
of the sustainability and the emission, to the results without considering the
sustainability and the emission (i.e., ce = cI = a = b = sd = sc = 0). We
use ‘SE’ to stand for the ‘Sustainability and emission’, so ‘with SE’ means
‘with the consideration of the sustainability and the emission’ and ‘without
SE’ means ‘without considering the sustainability and the emission’.

Figure 1 shows the effects of the wholesale price on the optimal solutions
and the corresponding profits for the uniform distribution of the demand. Ob-
viously, the optimal solutions and the corresponding profits for the centralized
case are not affected by the wholesale price. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show that
the optimal sustainability level and order quantity for the decentralized case
are non-decreasing and decreasing, respectively, in the wholesale price. Figure
1(c) shows that the manufacturer’s profit and the retailer’s profit are increas-
ing and decreasing, respectively, in the wholesale price. Besides, the manu-
facturer’s profit with SE is smaller than that without SE, but the retailer’s
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Fig. 1 Effects of the wholesale price on the optimal solutions and the profits for the uniform
distribution of the demand.

profit with SE is larger than that without SE. Because, with the considera-
tion of the sustainability and the emission, the manufacturer need to pay the
emission cost and the sustainability investment cost, while the retailer can get
the benefit of the sustainability effect on increasing the demand. As shown in
Figure 1(d), the optimal profit of the whole supply chain for the decentralized
case is not larger than that for the centralized case. If we do not consider the
sustainability investment and the emission issues, the optimal profit of the
whole supply chain is obtained when the wholesale price equals to the unit
prodcution cost (i.e., w = c = 50). However, as shown in Figure 1(d), our
results indicate that the optimal profit of the whole supply chain obtains its
maximum at w = 94 which is almost double of the unit prodcution cost, due to
the effects of the sustainability and emission consideration. Those differences
are mainly due to the effects of the sustainability investment and emission
consideration.

Figure 2 shows the effects of the wholesale price on the optimal solutions
and the corresponding profits for the normal distribution of the demand. The
effects are almost the same with that for the uniform distribution, except for
the effects on the sustainability level and the order quantity. As shown in
Figures 2(a) and 2(b), the optimal sustainability level and the order quantity
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Fig. 2 Effects of the wholesale price on the optimal solutions and the profits for the normal
distribution of the demand.

for the decentralized case are not monotonous in the wholesale price, with the
consideration of the sustainability and the emission. If we do not consider the
sustainability issue, then the order quantity will be decreasing in the wholesale
price. However, in this paper, we consider that the sustainability level has the
direct effect on the demand which would further affect the order quantity.
Besides, as shown in Equations (2) and (4), the order quantity is increasing in
the sustainability level which may be increasing or decreasing in the wholesale
price, depending on the CDF of the distribution of the demand and the value
of the coefficient of the sustainability effect on increasing the demand (i.e., β).
For the normal distribution of the demand, we thus obtain the above result,
which is different from the other distributions and the situations without the
sustainability and the emission consideration.

6 Coordinating the Supply Chain

This section studies the coordination in a supply chain with the considera-
tion of the sustainability and the emission. In the previous literature, several
contracts have been proposed for coordinating a supply chain, including the
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buyback contract, the revenue sharing contract, the two-part tariff contract,
etc (Cachon 2003, Cachon and Lariviere 2005). In this paper, we consider
three contracts, i.e., buyback, revenue sharing, and two-part tariff contracts,
and verify that whether they can coordinate the supply chain. Recalling that
this paper determiners the optimal order quantity (or production quantity)
and sustainability level. So a key question is that whether the contracts that
coordinate the retailer’s order quantity and also coordinate the manufacture’s
sustainability level. We restrict our attention to the case in which the sustain-
ability level are determined by the first-order condition of the profit functions.
Note that under some contracts, such as the buyback contract, the manufac-
turer need to depose the unsold products, which may causes carbon emission.
However, in this paper we will not consider such issues, and only focus on the
situation where the emission is caused when the manufacturer produces the
products.

Let xd and sd be the optimal solutions of the order quantity and sustain-
ability level, respectively, for the decentralized supply chain, and xc and sc
be the optimal solutions of the production quantity and sustainability level,
respectively, for the centralized chain.

6.1 Revenue Sharing Contract

We consider that, under a revenue sharing contract (w, φ), the retailer pays
the manufacturer a unit wholesale price w for each unit ordered plus a propor-
tion of his revenue from selling the products to the customers, where φ is the
proportion of the revenue the retailer keeps, and thus 1− φ is the proportion
shared to the manufacturer. See Cachon (2003) and Cachon and Lariviere
(2005) for detailed discussions of this contract. The retailer’s and the manu-
facturer’s expected profit functions are given by

Πr = E[φpmin{D, x} − wx− ch(x −D)+];

Πm = E[(1 − φ)pmin{D, x}+ wx − cx− ce((a− bs)x−K)−
cI
2
s2].

Proposition 7 For a given revenue sharing contract (w, φ), the optimal de-
cision of the order quantity and sustainability investments (xd, sd) = (x∗, s∗)
are determined as follows:

x− F−1(
φp− w)

φp+ ch
)− d− βs = 0; (8)

((1 − φ)p+ w − c− ce(a− bs))β − cIs+ cebx = 0. (9)

Comparing Equations (8) with (6) and (9) with (7), we find that (xd, sd)
can be the centralized supply chain’s optimal solution (xc, sc) if w = φp and
φ = (p + ch)/(p(p − c − ce(a − bsc))) − ch/p. Therefore, a revenue sharing
contract with reasonable contract parameters is sufficient to coordinate the
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supply chain with the sustainability and emission consideration. Besides, our
result shows that there is a single coordinating revenue-sharing contract such
that provides only one allocation of the supply chain’s profit. This result is
similar to the coordination result of the revenue-sharing contract with price
dependent demand and non-zero lost sales penalty (Cachon 2003).

6.2 Buyback Contract

With a buyback contract (w, bc), the manufacturer charges the retailer a unit
wholesale price w for each unit purchased, but pays the retailer bc per unit
remaining at the end of the season. See Pasternack (1985) and Cachon (2003)
for detailed analysis of this contract in the context of the newsvendor problem.
The retailer’s and the manufacturer’s expected profit functions are given by

Πr = E[pmin{D, x} − wx− ch(x−D)+ + bc(x−D)+];

Πm = E[wx − cx− ce((a− bs)x−K)−
cI
2
s2 − bc(x−D)+].

Proposition 8 For a given buyback contract (w, bc), the optimal decision of
the order quantity and sustainability investments (xd, sd) = (x∗, s∗) are deter-
mined as follows:

x− F−1(
p− w

p+ ch − bc
)− d− βs = 0; (10)

(w − c− ce(a− bs))β − cIs+ cebx = 0. (11)

Comparing Equations (10) with (6) and (11) with (7), we find that (xd, sd)
can be the centralized supply chain’s optimal solution (xc, sc) only if w = p and
b = (p+ ch). Therefore, the coordination can only occur if w = p, which is not
desirable. With w = p the retailer earns a non-positive profit, so the retailer
certainly cannot be better off with buyback contract. Cachon and Lariviere
(2005) prove that the revenue sharing contract is equivalent to the buyback
contract with the fixed-price newsvendor setting. However, our results show
that the revenue sharing contract can coordinate the supply chain with the
consideration of the sustainability and the emission whereas the buyback con-
tract cannot.

6.3 Two-part Tariff Contract

With a two-part tariff contract (w,F ), the manufacturer charges the retailer a
per unit wholesale price w and a fix fee F . See Cachon and Lariviere (2005)
and Cachon and Kök (2010) for detailed analysis of this contract. The re-
tailer’s and the manufacturer’s expected profit functions are given by

Πr = E[pmin{D, x} − wx− ch(x−D)+ − F ];

Πm = E[wx − cx− ce((a− bs)x−K)−
cI
2
s2 + F ].
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Proposition 9 For a given two-part tariff contract (w,F ), the optimal deci-
sion of the order quantity and sustainability investment (xd, sd) = (x∗, s∗) are
determined as follows:

x− F−1(
p− w

p+ ch
)− d− βs = 0; (12)

(w − c− ce(a− bs))β − cIs+ cebx = 0. (13)

Comparing Equations (12) with (6) and (13) with (7), we find that (xd, sd)
can be the centralized supply chain’s optimal solution (xc, sc) only if w = p =
c+ ce(a− bsc). With p = c+ ce(a− bsc), the manufacture can get the positive
profit only if the total permissible emission level K is sufficient large such that
the manufacture can earn some profit by selling the extra allowances of the
emission. With w = p the retailer earns a non-positive profit, so the retailer
cannot be better off with two-part tariff contract. Hence, the two-part tariff
contract does not coordinate the supply chain with the consideration of the
sustainability and the emission.

7 Conclusions

Motivated by the real industrial practices, in this paper, we considered supply
chains in which a high level of product’s sustainability not only increases the
market demand, but also reduces the carbon emission, and its sustainability
production of carbon emission abatement requires the sustainability invest-
ment as a cost. We first investigated a two-echelon decentralized supply chain
in which the manufacturer firstly decides the product’s sustainability level and
then the retailer places an order under the cap-and-trade regulation. We also
examined the supply chain in the centralized setting and then compared their
performance with those in the decentralized one.

We derived the optimal ordering quantity and sustainability investment for
decentralized setting, and the optimal production quantity and sustainability
investment for centralized setting as well. We found that the sustainability
investment coefficient has a significant impact on the optimal order quantity
(or production quantity) and sustainability investment. If the sustainability
investment and the emission issues are not considered, the optimal profit of
the whole supply chain will be theoretically obtained when the wholesale price
equals to the unit production cost. However, by examining the effects of the
wholesale price, we found that, due to the effects of the sustainability and the
emission consideration, the optimal profit of the whole supply chain obtains
its maximum at a wholesale price which is almost double of the unit prodcu-
tion cost. On the other hand, if we do not consider the sustainability and the
emission issues, then the order quantity will be decreasing in the wholesale
price. However, our results show that the order quantity may be unexpectedly
increasing in the wholesale price, because the order quantity is increasing in
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the sustainability level, but which may be decreasing in the wholesale price, 
depending on the CDF of the distribution of the demand and the value of 
the coefficient of the sustainability effect on increasing the demand. Moreover, 
with the consideration of the sustainability and the emission, the manufac-
turer’s profit is smaller than that without considering the sustainability and 
the emission, but the retailer’s profit has the inverse result. It is because that, 
with the consideration of the sustainability and the emission, the manufac-
turer need to pay the emission cost and the sustainability investment cost, 
while the retailer can get the benefit of the sustainability effect on increasing 
the demand.

Finally, we studied the coordination in the supply chain by considering 
three contracts, i.e., buyback, revenue sharing, and two-part tariff contracts. 
We verified that whether the contracts that coordinate the retailer’s order 
quantity and also coordinate the manufacturer’s sustainability level. It is 
shown that with the consideration of the sustainability and the emission, the 
buyback and two-part tariff contracts cannot coordinate the supply chain but 
revenue sharing contract can. The allocation of the supply chain’s profit in 
revenue sharing contract is unique. From the coordination perspective, this 
finding implies that the revenue sharing contract should be suggested to be 
adopted in sustainable supply chain.

This research can be extended in several directions. In this paper, we fo-
cused on investigating the optimal decisions of order quantity (or production 
quantity) and sustainability investment, and set the wholesale price is given. 
Although the effects of wholesale price on the optimal solutions and profits are 
studied in this paper, it is worth considering the setting under which the whole-
sale price is determined endogenously in the future research (Dong and Rudi 
2004). Besides, the consideration of the joint decision of the price and the sub-
stantiality investment may provide additional useful insights (Swami and Shah 
2013). Moreover, it is also interesting to study the risk issues in a supply chain 
under the cap-and-trade regulation (Shen et al. 2013; Chiu and Choi 2013).
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Appendix

Proof Proof of Proposition 1 Note that Equation (1) is a newsvendor model, 
so we can obtain the results immediately. ⊓⊔
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Proof Proof of Proposition 2 By taking the first and second derivative of the
profit function Πm(s) over s, we have

dΠm(s)

ds
= ceb(F

−1(
p− w

p+ ch
) + d) + (w − c− cea)β + (2cebβ − cI)s;

d2Πm(s)

ds2
= 2cebβ − cI .

Then Πm(s) is concave in s, given that cI ≥ 2cebβ. By solving the first-

order condition, i.e., dΠm(s)
ds

= 0, we obtain that

s∗ =
ceb(F

−1( p−w
p+ch

) + d) + (w − c− cea)β

cI − 2cebβ
.

⊓⊔

Proof Proof of Proposition 3 The effects of b and cI can be obtained by just
looking at the formula of x∗ and s∗, i.e., Equations(2) and (4), respectively.

However, the effects of β and ce are more complex and not monotones in
general. For completeness, we show the value of ds∗

dβ
, dx∗

dβ
, ds∗

dce
, and dx∗

dce
in this

proof as follows:
Recalling that x(s) is determined by the first-order condition of the re-

tailer’s profit function:

∂Πr(x)

∂x
= (p+ ch)F (x− d− βs)− p+ w = 0,

and s∗ is determined by the first-order condition of the manufacturer’s profit
function:

dΠm(s)

ds
= (w − c)β + cebx(s)− ceβ(a− bs)− cIs = 0.

Let G1 = ∂Πr(x)
∂x

= (p + ch)F (x − d − βs) − p + w and G2 = dΠm(s)
ds

=
(w − c)β + cebx(s)− ceβ(a− bs)− cIs.

By taking the first derivatives of G1 and G2 with respect to β, we have

dG1

dβ
= p̂f̂(

dx∗

dβ
− s∗ − β

ds∗

dβ
) = 0;

dG2

dβ
= w − c+ ceb

dx∗

dβ
− ce(a− bs∗) + cebβ

ds∗

dβ
− cI

ds∗

dβ
= 0,

where p̂ = p + ch and f̂ = f(x∗ − d − βs∗). Solving the above two equations

obtains that ds∗

dβ
= w−c−ce(a−2bs∗)

2cebβ−cI
, dx∗

dβ
= s∗ + ds∗

dβ
β, but they may be positive

or non-positive. By taking the above approach to consider the effects of β and

ce, we can obtain that , ds∗

dce
= −bx∗+β(a−bs∗)

2cebβ−cI
, and dx∗

dce
= ds∗

dce
β, but they may

be positive or non-positive too.
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For the effects on the profits, by taking the first derivatives of Π∗
r , Π

∗
m,

and Π∗
d with respect to b, we have

dΠ∗
r

db
=

∂Πr

∂b
+

∂Πr

∂x

dx∗

db
+

∂Πr

∂s

ds∗

db
=

∂Πr

∂b
|(x=x∗,s=s∗) +

∂Πr

∂s

ds∗

db
|(x=x∗,s=s∗)

= β((p+ ch)F (x∗ − d− βs∗))
cex

∗ + ceβs
∗

cI − 2cebβ
;

dΠ∗
m

db
=

∂Πm

∂b
+

∂Πm

∂x

dx∗

db
+

∂Πm

∂s

ds∗

db

=
∂Πm

∂b
|(x=x∗,s=s∗) +

∂Πm

∂x

dx∗

db
|(x=x∗,s=s∗)

= ces
∗x∗ + (w − c− ce(a− bs∗))

cex
∗ + ceβs

∗

cI − 2cebβ
β;

dΠ∗
d

db
=

∂Πd

∂b
+

∂Πd

∂x

dx∗

db
+

∂Πd

∂s

ds∗

db

= cex
∗ + ((p− c− ce(a− bs∗)β − cIs

∗ + cebx
∗)
cex

∗ + ceβs
∗

cI − 2cebβ
.

In the first equation, the second equality holds because ∂Πr

∂x
= 0 when (x =

x∗, s = s∗), and in the second equation, the second equality holds because
∂Πm

∂s
= 0 when (x = x∗, s = s∗). However,

dΠ∗

r

db
,
dΠ∗

m

db
, and

dΠ∗

d

db
may be positive

or non-positive. Similarly, we can obtain the values of the first derivative of
Π∗

r ,Π
∗
m, andΠ∗

d with respect to β, ce, and cI . Unfortunately, they are complex
and are not monotone in general. ⊓⊔

Proof Proof of Proposition 4 By taking the first and second partial derivatives
of the profit function Πc(x, s) with respect to x, we have

∂Πc(x, s)

∂x
= (p+ ch)(1 − F (x− d− βs)) − c− ch − ce(a− bs);

∂2Πc(x, s)

∂x2
= −(p+ ch)f(x− d− βs) ≤ 0.

As the second partial derivative is non-positive, Πc(x, s) is convex in x, and
the optimal response of the production quantity is uniquely determined by the

first order condition of the profit function, i.e., ∂Πc(x,s)
∂x

= 0. ⊓⊔

Proof Proof of Corollary 2

By taking the derivative of ∂Πc(x,s)
∂x

with respect to s, we have

∂2Πc(x, s)

∂x∂s
= (p+ ch)f(x− d− βs)β + ceb.

Then, by the Implicit Function Theorem, i.e., dx(s)
ds

= −
∂2Πc(x,s)

∂x∂s

∂2Πc(x,s)

∂x2

, we have

dx(s)

ds
= −

(p+ ch)f(x− d− βs)β + ceb

−(p+ ch)f(x− d− βs)

= β +
ceb

(p+ ch)f(x− d− βs)
> 0.
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⊓⊔

Proof Proof of Proposition 5 Given that cI ≥ 2cebβ, it is difficult to determine

the sign of d2Πc(x(s),s)
dx2 directly. So we take the third derivative of Πc(x(s), s)

over s, and we have

d3Πc(x(s), s)

ds3
= −

(ceb)
3f ′(x(s) − d− βs)

(p+ ch)2(f(x(s)− d− βs))3
.

When f ′(·) ≥ 0, we have d3Πc(x(s),s)
ds3

≤ 0, it implies that dΠc(x(s),s)
ds

is

concave in s. So dΠc(x(s),s)
ds

= 0 has at most two roots and the larger of

the two makes a change of sign for dΠc(x(s),s)
ds

from positive to negative that
corresponds to a local maximum of Πc(x(s), s).

When f ′(·) < 0, we have d3Πc(x(s),s)
ds3

> 0, it implies that dΠc(x(s),s)
ds

is

convex in s. So dΠc(x(s),s)
ds

= 0 has at most two roots and the smaller of

the two makes a change of sign for dΠc(x(s),s)
ds

from positive to negative that
corresponds to a local maximum of Πc(x(s), s). ⊓⊔

Proof Proof of Corollary 3 For the uniform distribution of the demand, ǫ ∽

U [A,B], then f(z) = 1
B−A

and f ′(z) = 0. We have

d2Πc(x(s), s)

ds2
= 2cebβ − cI +

(ceb)
2(B −A)

(p+ ch)

{

≥ 0 if cI ≤ 2cebβ + (ceb)
2(B−A)

(p+ch)
;

< 0 otherwise,

which means that Πc(x(s), s) is a convex function if cI ≤ 2cebβ+ (ceb)
2(B−A)

(p+ch)
,

and concave otherwise. So there is at most one optimal point of s that satisfies
dΠc(x(s), s)/ds = 0 for the uniform distribution.

For the exponential distribution, ǫ ∽ Exp(1/θ), then f(z) = 1
θ
e−

z
θ and

f ′(z) = − 1
θ
f(s) = − 1

θ2 e
− z

θ . We have

d3Πc(x(s), s)

ds3
=

(ceb)
3

(p+ ch)2(f(x(s)− d− βs))2θ
≥ 0.

So dΠc(x(s), s)/ds = 0 has at most two roots, and the smaller of the two makes
a change of sign for dΠc(x(s), s)/ds from positive to negative that corresponds
to a local maximum of Πc(x(s), s).

For the normal distribution, ǫ ∽ Normal(µ, σ), then f(z) = 1√
2πσ

e−
(z−µ)2

2σ2

and f ′(z) = − z−µ
σ2 f(z). We have

d3Πc(x(s), s)

ds3
=

(ceb)
3

(p+ ch)2(f(x(s) − d− βs))2
x(s)− d− βs− µ

σ2

{

≥ 0 if x(s)− d− βs ≥ µ;

< 0 otherwise.
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By Corollary 2, we obtain that

d(x(s) − d− βs)

ds
=

ceb

(p+ ch)f(x− d− βs)
≥ 0,

which means that x(s)− d−βs increases in s. Let st be the solution of x(s)−
d−βs = µ. Then we have that, if s < st, then dΠc(x(s), s)/ds is concave in s;
if s ≥ st, then dΠc(x(s), s)/ds is convex in s. In other words, dΠc(x(s), s)/ds
changes from a concave function to a convex function as s increases. Therefore,
dΠc(x(s), s)/ds has at most three roots, and the one (and has at most one)
makes a changes of sign for dΠc(x(s), s)/ds from positive to negative that
corresponds to a local maximum of Πc(x(s), s). ⊓⊔

Proof Proof of Proposition 6 (a) Recalling that x(s) is determined by

∂Πc(x, s)

∂x
= (p+ ch)(1 − F (x− d− βs))− c− ch − ce(a− bs) = 0,

and s∗ is determined by

dΠc(x(s), s)

ds
= (p+ ch)F (x− d− βs)β − cIs+ cebx(s) = 0.

Let G1 = −∂Πc(x,s)
∂x

= (p + ch)F (x − d − βs) − p + c + ce(a − bs) and G2 =
dΠc(x(s),s)

ds
= (p+ ch)F (x− d− βs)β − cIs+ cebx(s).

By taking the first derivatives of G1 and G2 with respect to b, we have

dG1

db
= −ces

∗ + p̂f̂
dx∗

db
− (p̂f̂β + ceb)

ds∗

db
= 0;

dG2

db
= cex

∗ + (p̂f̂β + ceb)
dx∗

db
− (p̂f̂β2 + cI)

ds∗

db
= 0,

where p̂ = p+ ch and f̂ = f(x∗ − d− βs∗).
Solving the above two equations obtains that

ds∗

db
= −

cex
∗ + ceβs

∗ + cebces
∗

p̂f̂

2cebβ − cI +
(ceb)2

p̂f̂

≥ 0;

dx∗

db
=

ces
∗ + (p̂f̂β + ceb)

ds∗

db

p̂f̂
≥ 0.

The inequalities hold because that, when s is obtained at the optimal point,

2cebβ − cI +
(ceb)

2

p̂f̂
= d2Πc(x(s),s)

ds2
≤ 0.

Similarly, by taking the first derivatives of G1 and G2 with respect to cI ,
we have

dG1

dcI
= p̂f̂

dx∗

dcI
− (p̂f̂β + ceb)

ds∗

dcI
= 0;

dG2

dcI
= −s∗ + (p̂f̂β + ceb)

dx∗

dcI
− (p̂f̂β2 + cI)

ds∗

dcI
= 0,
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Solving the above two equations obtains that

ds∗

dcI
=

s∗

2cebβ − cI +
(ceb)2

p̂f̂

≤ 0;

dx∗

dcI
=

(p̂f̂β + ceb)
ds∗

dcI

p̂f̂
≤ 0.

The inequalities hold because we have that, here, 2cebβ− cI +
(ceb)

2

p̂f̂
≤ 0 when

s = s∗.
By taking the above approach to consider the effects of β and ce, we can

obtain that, for β, ds∗

dβ
= −cebs

∗

2cebβ−cI+
(ceb)2

p̂f̂

≥ 0 and dx∗

dβ
= s + p̂f̂β+ceb

p̂f̂

ds∗

dβ
≥ 0;

for ce,
ds∗

dce
=

−bx∗+ p̂f̂β+ceb

p̂f̂
(a−bs∗)

2cebβ−cI+
(ceb)2

p̂f̂

and dx∗

dce
=

−(a−bs∗)+(p̂f̂β+ceb)
ds∗

dce

p̂f̂
, but which

may be positive or non-positive.
By taking the first derivative of Π∗

c with respect to b, we have

dΠ∗
c

db
=

∂Πc

∂b
+

∂Πc

∂x

dx∗

db
+

∂Πc

∂s

ds∗

db

=
∂Πc

∂b
|(x=x∗,s=s∗)

= ces
∗x∗ ≥ 0

The second equality holds because ∂Πc

∂x
= ∂Πc

∂s
= 0 when (x = x∗, s = s∗).

Similarly, we can obtain that
dΠ∗

c

dcI
= − (s∗)2

2 ≤ 0,
dΠ∗

c

dβ
= s∗p̂F (x∗−d−βs∗) ≥ 0,

and
dΠ∗

c

dce
= K − (a− bs∗)x∗ but which may be positive or non-positive. ⊓⊔

Proof Proof of Proposition 7 The retailer’s problem is a newsvendor problem,
so we can easily obtain that

x(s) = F−1(
φp− w)

φp+ ch
)− d− βs;

By substituting the x into the manufacturer’s profit function, and taking the
derivatives with respect to s, we have

dΠm

ds
= ((1− φ)p+ w − c− ce(a− bs))β − cIs+ cebx(s);

d2Πm

ds2
= 2cebβ − cI ≤ 0.

The inequality holds because in this section we restrict our attention to the case
in which the sustainability level are determined by the first-order condition of
the profit function for the centralized supply chain, i.e., cI ≥ 2cebβ. Thus, the
optimal s is uniquely determined by dΠm

ds
= 0. ⊓⊔

Proof Proof of Proposition 8 The proof is similar to the proof for Proposition
7 and omitted. ⊓⊔

Proof Proof of Proposition 9 The proof is similar to the proof for Proposition
7 and omitted. ⊓⊔
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